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The chairman role has been with me since the beginning of PXC in November 2012. Little 
has changed since I gave my last Chairman’s Report in early March 2018. It would be great 
that someone else did take up the Chairman position. I believe it would be good for PXC that 
a new person gets involved. Of course, whoever did become the chairman, I would be fully 
supportive with my time and information. 
  
Regardless of whether PXC did find another Chairman, to get things done, we have to 
continue to revert to tapping people on the shoulder. Historically this has not been 
something that I have not been good at. The idea is always to have many people to do a bit 
as opposed to a few doing it all. If I find that people are not supportive then I will have to re-
think how much I can devote to PXC.  
 
In 2018 KCros was disbanded as it was seen that PXC can take on the lobbying side of things 
when and if required. Also, it was not operating due to the lack of volunteers available to do 
this. 
 
Thanks, must go to Graeme and Cherrie Power. They resigned from all positions within NSW 
XC skiing after the 2018 ski season. Graeme saw the NSW Snowsports and the Nordic 
Shelter successfully through some very trying times over the last 3 or more years. Cherrie 
had a role in the Nordic Shelter and was huge support to Graeme. I wish them well and 
hope that sometime in the future they do come back to be a part of the support team up at 
Perisher. 
 
Life up at the Nordic Shelter was hectic during the winter, with many a promotional event or 
idea being implemented. Thanks to Geraldine and to her team of supporters. The challenge 
remains to get better quality winter grooming in place. With the North XC purchasing the 
Ginzu, this should make a noticeable difference to the overall quality of grooming in 2019. 
The quest still remains to get a better overall grooming standard in place. We are in a better 
position already this season coming with Luke the groomer coming back to us. 
 
Within PXC the biggest challenge remains within the organisation, being able get more and 
new volunteers to help run PXC. We need to continuingly be looking at this, it’s called 
Succession Planning 
  
2018 Achievements 
  
A significant achievement in the last 12 months has been the setting up the website so that 
all communication via mass emails comes from the websites admin system. The main 
advantage being that the skiing community can self-manage their subscription to the 
Grooming Report or either of the Newsletters PXC NEWS & PXC EDGE. We have over 700 
names on the database. This website forming the basis of a whole new way of 
communicating to the masses. The administration part of the website will be used more and 
more for communications out to the public.  
  



PXC Management of the working bee's - a considerable amount of work on the trails was 
completed with help of many individuals and clubs support - particularly the Canberra Cross 
Country Ski Club. Thanks to Margaret Mahoney who has had a major influence in the 
managing of the working bee’s with particularly reference to work on the trails. Thanks also 
to the Canberra Alpine Club and Cooma Ski Club for proving accommodation on the working 
bee weekends 
  
Come & Try – Thursdays - This initiative being started in 2017 which is targeted to getting 
Ski Club members out and learning about XC Skiing. Thanks to Slopes, KAC, Peter & Leslie & 
Bruce Easton. This initiative I feel certain will be bigger and better in 2019. 
 
In the absence of having enough citizen races within July, PXC ran the first PXC Cup. This was 
a lot of fun on the day. With the KCros Tour not happening and The Cooma Open, going to 
the beginning of XC Ski Week, this left a large hole in the ski calendar. 
  
In 2018, PXC got the water bottles made up. This being a successful addition to our apparel 
range. Thanks to Adrian Blake & the NPWS for the cloth-based maps, both items have been 
a great success. The PXC hats continue to be sold 
  
The 2018 XC Ski Week was a great success with all events being ran. The new addition to the 
week was the Clubs Competition. This created a lot of interest and really got some of the 
clubs involved. Cooma Ski Club members found themselves going in events that they have 
never ever taken part in. The winning of the Bronze Ski was a major talking point. Sundeck & 
PXC sponsored this event, with both putting $500 to go towards the winning club.   
The usual sponsorship of the Coffee Tours, Hello in the Snow and the Main Presentation 
went on as per usual. 
  
Our Sponsors 
  
Much thanks to our major sponsors - Rhythm Snowsports, Foodworks (Perisher), Jindabyne 
Yoga Shala - Your Workwear. Thanks to Salomon and the Lake Crackenback Resort for 
providing the main prizes at the End of XC Ski Week Presentations. Thanks also to 
Wilderness Sports and KAC for providing other prises at the End of XC Ski Week 
Presentations. 
 
Thanks to the Team 
 
Much thanks to the small band of volunteers that have helped make all the above 
achievements possible. 
 
Wayne Pethybridge 
 


